
History of Shindo Yoshin Ryu for the Wado practitioners 

  
Otsuka Sensei broke away from Funakoshi Sensei around 1934 to pursue his own vision of karate. In 
1938 he officially presented his martial art at the Butokukai’s 44

th
 annual festival.  As a part of this event 

he was asked to name the style, present its curriculum, and also state the originator of the art. 
 
He registered his martial art as ‘Shinshu Wadoryu Karate Jutsu. (Eriguchi Sensei actually came up with 
the name Wado – he also came up with the name ‘Guseikai’ which he gave to Takagi Sensei for his 
personal use.  Some day in the future I will elaborate on the name Guseikai and the 3 tiered cosmology 
(Gusei being the first stage of the evolution according to his philosophy) that Eriguchi Sensei bequeathed 
to Takagi Sensei.  Both Wado and Guseikai are terms that are profound and speaks to Eriguchi Sensei’s 
fascination and understanding of both Japanese and Chinese philosophy and religion. 
 
For now just know that both the term ‘Shinshu’ (Pure Land) and ‘Wado’ (way of Harmony) are 
multilayered terms.  Shinshu was an old name for Japan (as is Yamato and a few others).  Japan being 
an island nation physically separated by large bodies of water from other nation states developed a sense 
of superiority and paradoxically an inferiority complex but I digress. 
 
The very act of prefixing your art with ‘Shinshu’ was in tune with the ethos of the right wing nationalism of 
that era.  Words like ‘Shinshu’ and ‘Wado’ are multilayered and context dependent.  Wado today is 
commonly understood in the West to mean ‘the way of Peace/Harmony’.   But in a different context the 
word ‘Wa’ is a synonym for Japan’.  Washoku (Japanese Food), Wafu (Japanese clothing), Any Star Trek 
Next Generation fan will understand that the raison d’etre for the Borg was ‘WA’ (conquer and assimilate).    
There was a time in recent Japanese history that as a nation they followed the Borg directive and in its 
heyday the boundaries of Japan covered major parts of China, the Philippines, Indonesia and extended to 
the borders of Australia.  Some of the current day Japanese citizens in their 70’s were actually born in 
China due to Japan’s expansion during WWII.   Takagi Sensei was born in China.  My uncles and aunts 
were born in China.  Japan like the Borg were in active pursuit of Wa until General Douglas McArthur put 
a stop to it.   For now I will leave you with this – Wado was chosen by Eriguchi Sensei to mean much 
more than harmony, peace, Japan, or the Borg directive.  Given his writings it is clear he was very much 
aware of classical Japanese and Chinese literature and the significance of ‘harmonizing’ Heaven Earth 
Man from a martial art perspective.  Perhaps more on this topic in a future article. 
  
After naming the art as Shinshu Wado ryu Karate Jutsu it was decided that the name was redundant.  It 
was the same as saying Japan Japan karate jutsu.  So Shinshu Wadoryu was shortened to just Wadoryu.. 
 
The curriculum which Otsuka Sensei submitted has been a topic of much debate among certain circles 
because he presented a very diverse curriculum including women’s self defense kata and solo kata like 
iparipa (suparimpei).  My take on this is that Otsuka Sensei had to present something to the Butokukai 
committee so he just sat down and wrote what he thought was significant.  It was his view of what his art 
was at that point in time..  This list was derived when Wado was still in its infancy.  Fast forward 50 60 
years later the curriculum evolved.  His art evolved.  It is unrealistic to assume that his curriculum would 
remain the same since he was the founder and was actively evolving as a martial artist. 
 
 
The next interesting tidbit was who he claimed as the father of his martial art.  I don’t think it is a stretch of 
one’s imagination to assume he would name either Gichin Funakoshi (his karate teacher) or Katsunosuke 
Matsuoka (founder of Shindo Yoshin ryu) but he didn’t.  Instead of naming either of them as founder of 
the art, Otsuka Sensei took it all the way back to 1632 pointing towards Nagasaki to Yoshitoki Akiyama 
the founder of Yoshin ryu.  Yoshin ryu is the predecessor of Shindo Yoshin ryu. 
 
What is so special about Yoshin ryu?  It was founded in Nagasaki.  Nagasaki is a port city.  It was one of 
the few locations in Japan that was open to foreigners during Japan’s many years of self-imposed 
isolation.  There was a time when foreigners who did not land at the proper port of entry were executed 



upon arrival.  Access was extremely limited.  The Dutch and the Portuguese were the main foreigners 
who took advantage of this opportunity peddling their commerce, military weaponry and Christianity.   The 
Chinese were also actively trading with the Japanese thru the port of Nagasaki (and also Okinawa) and 
some of these Chinese men were martial arts experts with names like Wanshu, and Kushanku.    
 
Prior to Akiyama meeting and learning from the Chinese he practiced a form of Japanese jujitsu.   
But his encounter with and training under a Chinese marital artist managed to set him on a new course 
that was so transformative that he named his art Yoshin ryu jujitsu. (Willow) 
 

Just to confuse things it must be stated that around the same time in the same place there was 

another Yoshin ryu school that came into existence.  The other Yoshin ryu school is arguably the 

older of the two and was founded by Yoshikuni Nakamura around 1610.  Nakamura’s Yoshin ryu was 
commonly referred to as Yoshin Koryu.  To further confuse the issue Nakamura changed the name of his 
style to Miura Yoshin ryu so over time people started calling this style Miura ryu or Miura Yoshin ryu.   
Both schools were founded around the same time in the same place (Nagasaki) and all claim to be 
influenced by Chinese martial arts. 
 
So how does Otsuka Sensei who studied Shindo Yoshin ryu have anything to do with Akiyama Yoshin 
ryu?  Simple.  Shindo Yoshin ryu was founded in 1864 by Katsunosuke Matsuoka.   
Shindo Yoshin ryu is a composed of two jujitsu lines – Akiyama Yoshin ryu via Tenjin Shinyo ryu and the 
Nakamura (Miura) Yoshin Koryu via the Totsuka ha Yoshin Koryu. 

 
Shindo Yoshin ryu is also influenced by the sword schools of Jikishinkage ryu and Hokushin Itto ryu.  
 
Otsuka Sensei started studying Shindo Yoshin ryu as a child of 13.   
His instructor was Tatsusaburo Nakayama.  As he got older he also studied Tenshin Shinyo ryu, Kito ryu 
(the origin of judo) and Yoshin Koryu.  So that means Otsuka Sensei not only studied Shindo Yoshin ryu, 
he also studied the schools that were further up the previous food chain (Tenshin Shinyo ryu and Yoshin 
Koryu). 

 
When Otsuka Sensei attributes Wado to Akiyama I assume what he was saying was that he credits 
Akiyama, the creator of Yoshin ryu for the source of his (Otsuka’s ) martial art’s knowledge.  

 
A bit about the lineage of Shindo Yoshin ryu and where Otsuka Sensei fits in.   As was stated earlier, 
Shindo Yoshin ryu was established in 1864 by Matsuoka.  As Matsuoka got older he had no family 
successor old enough to run his organization.  He was forced to go outside of his family for a temporary 
successor.  There were several potential candidates and he chose Matakichi Inose as the second 
headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu with the understanding that it would be turned over to Matsuoka’s son 
Tatsuo when Tatsuo came of age. 

 
As soon as Inose was appointed headmaster another fully licensed member of Shindo Yoshin ryu 
requested and got permission from Matsuoka to start a new branch of Shindo Yoshin ryu.  This person 
was Shigeta Obata.  So a new branch called Obata ha Shindo Yoshin ryu came into existence.   From 
this point forward the Obata line separates from the mainline of Shindo Yoshin ryu.    
 
After the death of Katsunosuke Matsuoka the two independent lines of Shindo Yoshin ryu started taking 
on different characteristics.  Inose’s Shindo Yoshin ryu tilted towards the new martial art of judo made 
popular by Jigoro Kano and he mostly abandoned the military bujutsu techniques taught by Matsuoka. In 
1917 Inose turned over the control of Shindo Yoshin ryu to Tatsuo Matsuoka who had finally come of age.  
Prior to being appointed as the 3rd headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu, Tatsuo Matsuoka trained 
extensively in judo at the Kodokan.  He eventually attained the rank of 7th dan in judo.  He was appointed 
mayor of Shimodate for 4 terms and passed away in 1989 without appointing a successor.  Even though 
he did not appoint a successor several of the remaining students elected Dr Ryozo Fujiwara as their 
leader and created a group called the Shindo Yoshin ryu Domonkai.  Unfortunately the Domonkai no 



longer has a dojo and the students are no longer active.   Once the students of the Domonkai pass away 
the transmission of the Shindo Yoshin ryu mainline will unfortunately come to an end. 

 
Otsuka Sensei trained in the mainline Shindo Yoshin ryu under the guidance of Tatsusaburo Nakayama, 
who himself was a student of Inose.  Otsuka Sensei receives his menkyo kaiden in 1920 from Nakayama, 
three years after Tatsuo Matsuoka was appointed the 3

rd
 headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu. 

(There are some Wado sources that state that Nakayama was the 3
rd

 headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu. 
This is false.  Nakayama was never a headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu.  He was a student of Matakichi 
Inose who himself was the 2

nd
 headmaster of Shindo Yoshin ryu.  Tatsuo Matsuoka was the 3

rd
 

headmaster, not Nakayama.) 
 
Meanwhile in the Obata side of the Shindo Yoshin ryu fence, the Obata ha branch of Shindo Yoshin ryu 
continued teaching the curriculum started by Katsunosuke Matsuoka.  Unlike other jujitsu practitioners of 
his time, Obata refused to jump on the judo bandwagon and continued teaching all the military/sogo budo 
techniques of sword, knife, and other weapons along with hand to hand taijutsu.  
 
Obata’s grandson Yukiyoshi became the heir to Obata-ha Shindo Yoshin ryu.  Yukiyoshi Obata (later 
changing his last name to Takamura) moved to Sweden after World War II.  In the early 1960 he moved 
to San Jose, California.  Along the way Yukiyoshi Takamura also learned Matsuzaki Shinkage ryu 
kenjutsu. Over time some tactics and techniques from this school were added to the original Shindo 
Yoshin ryu kenjutsu as “betsuden” ( additonal teachings ).  In 1968 Yukiyoshi Takamura renamed his 
style to Takamura ha Shindo Yoshin ryu.  
 
Takamura passed away in 2000 at the age of 72.  In the decade prior to his death he awarded 3 people 
with menkyo kaiden: Takagi Iso, David Maynard and Toby Threadgill.  Both Takagi Iso and David 
Maynard retired in 2003 making Toby Threadgill the only active Shindo Yoshin ryu practitioner left in the 
world. 
 
But back Otsuka Sensei.  As was stated earlier, he started Shindo Yoshin Ryu at the age of 13.  As an 
adult he spent most of his time under Kanaya Muto of Yoshin Koryu. Otsuka Sensei left Kanaya for 
Funakoshi.  Yoshin Koryu as an art ended with the passing of Kanaya.  He unfortunately had no 
successor. 
 
And as we know Otsuka Sensei left the jujitsu world for karate and then combined his knowledge of the 
two arts to create Wado ryu.  In my opinion what sets Wado apart from all the other styles of karate is the 
essence that was passed down from Akiyama – Yoshin ryu, a Japanese jujitsu art that when combined 
with Chinese knowledge took Japanese jujitsu to new heights.  This same Chinese component found a 
home in other Japanese martial arts including several famous swords schools and arts like Daito ryu the 
predecessor to aikido which makes Wado and Aikido distance cousins because they share similar jujitsu 
predecessors and a common ancestor from China.  And Otsuka Sensei naming the founder of Wado as 
Akiyama of Yoshin ryu speaks volumes. 
 
Next time: Wado as in ‘Wasuru’ (Wadoing). 

天地人の理道に和する We are to be Wadoing in the theoretical path of Heaven Earth Man. 
How do we possibly Wado (used as a verb here)  Heaven Earth Man 
 

 

 

  

 
 


